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This report supplements the initial LER in which an inservice inspection of
the anchor end assemblies of the Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV)
prestressing tendons revealed some individual wire failures in some tendons
due to corrosion attack.

l

Since then, detailed evaluations and inspections have been performed to assess l

the severity of tendon wire corrosion. Results from corrosion analyses have '

indicated that microbiological corrosion has occurred, and pr'esent efforts are
concentrating on corrosion prevention, protection, and monitoring methods.

| On March 13, 1986, during the course of normal tendon surveillance, an unusual
[ amount of water was discovered in Tendon CM 4.6. Examination of this tendon
| revealed that 18 wires had failed prior to the surveillance, and 2 wires ;

| failed after the initial examination. A tendon liftoff test was successfully || performed on Tendon CM 4.6 on April 7, 1986.

Since the extent of corrosion has been determined not to compromise plant
[ safety, .this report is being submitted voluntarily in the interest of

operational information.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION: ,

l
!The Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) utilizes a system consisting of
'448 prestressing tendons in two basic configurations consisting of 152 or 169

1/4 inch diameter wires. Each wire terminates at a buttonhead supported by an
anchor (buttonhead) washer which seats ~through a split shim onto a bearing
plate on the PCRV surface (see Figure 1). The tendons may be delineated into
four different types according to the following table (also see Figure 2). |.

448 Tendons Total 27 Load Cells Total
1

310 Circumferential 17 Load Cells |
90 Longitudinal 6 Load Cells |
24 Top Cross Head 2 Load Cells

|24 Bottom Cross Head 2 Load Cells

Load cells, designed to detect any significant loss of prestress in the PCRV
tendons, are installed on select tendons as noted above.

i

The tendons maintain the concrete of the PCRV in a continuous state of
compression under nominal design loads. Prestress is applied by the
individual wires of the various tendons by established strain values ,

determined by the split shim thickness. I

While the plant was shutdown for refueling, performance of In-Service l

Inspection by Maintenance Quality Control personnel indicated that some
Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel tendons had experienced individual wire
failure as evidenced by raised buttonheads on the anchor washer. Removal of
these wire ends indicated failure due to corrosion.

| On March 13, 1986, during the course of the established interim tendon
| surveillance program, as the tendon end cap on Circumferential Tendon CM 4.6,
| End II , was loosened, water began running out into the bucket placed
I underneath it. The total amount of water drained from the tendon cavity (both
I ends) was approximately 28 gallons. This compares to a total available void
| volume of about 55 gallons.

] Following the draining of the water, the "as-found" observations of the end'
| anchor assembly and end cap on End II revealed the following:

| 1) There were a total of 18 tendon wires with buttonheads
| raised from 1/4 inch to 4 inches off the outer face of the
| stressing washer, indicating that these wires were now non-
| effective due to a break somewhere interior to the tendon
| cavity.

geo.. m.
|
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| 2) A very distinct water line, as indicated by a heavy coating
| of grease and corrosion products, was visible at a height
| 6 1/2 inches up from the bottom of the washer nut and 7 inches
| up from the bottom of the split shims.

| 3) A 1/4 inch gap (not unusual) existed between the split
| shims providing a ready flow path between the tendon tube
| and the end cap. !

| 4) There was considerable corrosion product on the raised
| wires and some scaling on the washer assembly, especially
| within one inch of the water line. The external threads of

I
| the washer nut appeared in very good condition.

| 5) The 0-ring of the tendon end cap was permanently deformed
| inward for a span of approximately 2 inches near the top of <

| the 0-ring circumference around the end cap. This breach |
| in the 0-ring seal left a gap open to ateosphere at the |
| bearing plate of approximately 1 1/2 inches long by 1/2 |

| inch wide. The rest of the 0-ring circumference appeared i

| to be sealing well. |
| The end caps from CO 4.6 and CI 4.6, End II, the two nearest adjacent tendons
| to CM 4.6, were removed immediately for inspection. No water, raised
| buttonheads, discoloration, or corrosion of the anchor assembly was found.

| The end caps were removed the same day from CM 4.6, CO 4.6, and CI 4.6,
| End IV, for inspection. As the cap on CM 4.6 was removed, approximately 5
| gallons of water drained from the cap. This was water remaining which could
| not be drained from End II. A water line (less distinct than End II) was
| visible on the composite washer and split shims at the same height as on End
| II. The anchor assembly, however, was in excellent condition showing no signs
| of corrosion or dscoloration. A thin layer of NO-0X-ID grease still existed
| on the assembly, albeit emulsified with water below the water line. There
| were no raised buttonheads. The split-shim gap was 1/4 inch and the 0-ring
| seal on the end cap was in good condition.

| The 18 non-effective wires were pulled from CM 4.6, End II, and measured,
| mapped, and tagged. These wires varied in length from 5 inches to 9 1/2 feet.
| In addition to the 18 wires pulled, it was observed that two more wires
| apparently failed sometime after cap removal.

| The total number of 20 non-effective wires is well below the criterion of
| 34 non-effective wires, above which a specific engineering evaluation of the
| effect on PCRV structural integrity is mandated by the interim surveillance.
| program.

g,. ... .
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| A metallurgical examination of the failures has not yet been completed.
| However, all of the pulled failed wires showed evidence of brittle fracture
I (i.e., little or no reduction of cross sectional area at the fracture). A map
| showing the location of each failed wire in the stressing washer is given in
| Figure 3. The map also shows where the water line existed.

| Following wire removal from CM 4.6, the washer assembly was cleaned with
| solvent. The grease and corrosion products were easily cleaned off, after
| which it was observed that very little damage to the washer and its threads
| had occured. A fluorescent magnetic particle inspection was performed on the
| washer assembly of CM 4.6, End II, to assure that no cracks existed prior to
| performing a liftoff test. The results were negative.

| On April 7, 1986, a liftoff test was performed on CM 4.6, End II. The
| resultant liftoff load was 1235 kips, exceeding the minimum acceptance
| criterion specified in MP-11-6 of 1160 kips. The minimum desiga load, based
| on PCRV reference pressure, is given in the interim surveillance program as
i 765 kips. No additional wires failed during or immediately following the
| liftoff test.
I Following the liftoff test of CM 4.6, End II, the deformed 0-ring'on the end
| cap was replaced and the end cap reinstalled on April 8, 1986. The end cap
| was removed again on April 15, 1986, to determine if any water had collected
| or if any additional wires had failed since April 8. No water or additional
I failed wires were found.

| Inorganic analysis was performed on samples of the water removed from CM 4.6
| in order to determine the source of the water. The results indicate the
I following:

| 1) Concentrations of Calcium, Silica, and particularly
| Phosphorus in the tendon casing sample are lower than
| what is expected for service water. Phosphorus in
| service water is usually above 10 ppm. The test
I results (.05 ppm) clearly eliminate service water
| as a source.

| 2) The tendon casing water sample is so contaminated with
| corrosion products and other elements that it is highly
| unlikely the source is System 46 (PCRV Liner Cooling Water
| from the Reactor Plant Cooling Water System) or System 21
| (Helium Circulator Bearing Water from the Primary Coolant
| System). Systems 21 and 46 are essentially purified water
| Systems with a small concentration of ammonia and hydrazine
| as treatment. No elements are present to positively
| identify these systems.

,oau s A
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| 3) The presence of and relative concentrations of Calcium,
| Sulfur, Sodium, Aluminum, Magnesium, and Silica are |
| supporting evidence that the water in the tendon casing
| was in contact with PCRV concrete before entering the
| casing.

| 4) System 46 (PCRV Liner Cooling) is probably not the source
| of the water found in tendon casing CM 4.6 because System
| 46 water would have had to migrate through PCRV concrete
| into a breach in the casing. Migration through the concrete
l should have caused higher concentrations of Chloride due to
| extended exposure to concrete and the high solubility of
| Chloride in water. It is reasonable to assume that the
| water in the tendon casing did not result from a System 46
| tube leak and that the water source was external to the
| PCRV. |

| From the information available to date it is postulated that the most likely
I source of the water found in the cavity of CM 4.6 is external to the PCRV,
| having made its way into the cavity through the breach in the 0-ring seal of
| the end cap.

| Corrective action to date has been the replacement of the breached 0-ring in
| the end cap of CM 4.6, End II. The tendon has now been closed up and sealed
| from the external environment. The tendon will be monitored on a periodic
| basis to determine if water may slowly be collecting inside. This monitoring
| will also determine if additional wires are continuing to fail as a result of
| any ongoing corrosion.

| The discovery of. water in CM 4.6 is not considered to have any impact or
| effect on the current interim surveillance program. No changes or amendments
| to the program are planned as a result of this event. -

Liftoff testing has verified tendon operability on tendons with raised
buttonheads, as well as tendons with no apparent failures. Lift-off testing
measures the load applied by individual tendons and verifies that it is above
a minimum value based upon the original design end-of-life applied tendon
load.

.
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ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

Corrosion of some wires near the anchor washer ends within the prestressing
tendons occurred as a result of moisture, oxygen, and microbiological activity
products. In addition, corrosion inhibiting agent was apparently either never
applied adequately to some wires or removed at some stage during the ;

fabrication, installation, or operation phase so that conditions favorable to i

local corrosion attack were present at this location. Few corrosion failures |
were observed at tendon anchor assemblies (bottom of longitudinal tendons and |
top crosshead tendons) where any gravity flow of the corrosion inhibiting '

grease would tend to protect the wire ends. Most failures were observed near I

the top anchor assembly of longitudinal tendons and near the anchor assembly
on bottom crosshead tendons. .

t ,

Failures of individual wires within tendons would result in a fractio'nal loss I
'of the overall prestress applied by that tendon. Failure of individual wires

would not, however, result in increased loads on adjacent wires (hence
increased probability of failure of such wires) due to the constant strain
method of anchoring (i.e., the relaxation of the concrete from complete
removal of applied stress is orders of magnitude lower than the strain change
of the wires so that concrete dimensional changes are essentially nil).

Longitudinal tendon load levels established by shims at prestressing allowed
for losses over the PCRV life due to effects such as concrete shrinkage and |
wire relaxation. Nominal load for a 169 wire longitudinal tendon at |

prestressing was 1395 KIPS; minimum design value is 1087 KIPS. Liftoff |
testing established that all tested tendon loads were well above the minimum '

design end-of-life load levels, hence fully capable of meeting all design
loads determined for the PCRV. Further, the load cells will detect any
significant degradation in a representative sample of the prestressing system.
Consequently, this event does not represent an unanalyzed condition that
comprom.ises plant safety.

i

CAUSE DESCRIPTION:

The results of metallurgical, chemical, corrosion, and microbiological tests
indicate that the corrosion of the tendon wires was caused by microbial action |

on the anti-corrosion grease creating acetic and formic acids which, in turn,
produced general corrosion and stress corrosion cracking on unprotected wires.

The results also indicate that moisture is necessary for corrosion attack.
Original construction practice (vertical tendons) may have allowed
condensation to occur prior to establishing uniform elevated vessel
temperature, since the vessel was constructed prior to reactor building
completion. In addition, split shim assemblies frequently had air gaps
allowing communicatien with the cover air space. Finally, corrosion-resistant
grease coverage apparently was inadequate or removed, where moisture was
occasionally observed on the interior of the tendon wire bundle in the
vicinity of the buttonhead washer.

Ng.oRo m.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION: 1

| The report on findings of the first six-month PCRV tendon surveillance period
| was transmitted to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U. S. Nuclear
| Regulatory Commission, on January 22, 1986 (P-86042). Also enclosed in the
| document is the current status of the remedial measures being pursued for
| tendon corrosion prevention and improved tendon load monitoring.

Atmosphere Sampling

The atmospheres of a representative number of each type of accessible
tendon have been tested and found to contain sufficient moisture to
allow corrosion. Based on this conclusion, continued atmosphere
sampling is not anticipated as existing moisture levels have been
established. Several tendon atmospheres were analyzed for H S and a

,

|2

content of less than 1 ppm was reported. Sulfate reducing bacteria
therefore are not considered to be involved in the corrosion i

mechanism. |

Metallurgical Analyses

Sample wire sections have been taken from wires removed from the
detensioned tendons. These samples have been mechanically tested per

,

Reg. Guide 1.35. '

The fifty failed wire samples which were sent to GA Technologies have
been analyzed and a final report has been prepared (" Evaluation of
the Causes of Corrosion in the Fort St. Vrain Tensioning Tendon
Wires", November 27,1984). This is an attachment to Letter P-84543, I
dated December 31, 1984.

Other failed samples have been analyzed by Public Service Company and
a final report was prepared (" Examination of Failed Tendon Wires from
Fort St. Vrain Unit No. 1", Lab Report No. 52, Public Service Company
of Colorado, Metallurgy Laboratory Report). This is an attachment to
Letter P-84543, dated December 31, 1984.

Final results from metallurgical analyses indicate that
microbiological corrosion is the primary contributor to the corrosion
problem. Additional evaluations related to bacterial control, and
short term, as well as long term protection have been initiated.

Tendon Surveillance Program: |

The scope of the tendon surveillance program has been established to monitor
the adequacy of the new corrosion protection methods to be provided for the
PCRV prestressing components, and to assure that the required prestressing
forces are sustained throughout the operational life of the plant.

1
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The most recently proposed surveillance program was submitted to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in Letter P-85084 of March 18, 1985. The provisions of
the proposed interim surveillance program supercede the provisions of all
other proposed surveillance programs and are described below. The interim
program was implemented on April 22, 1985, and will be in effect for three
years or until such time as effective corrosion control has been established.

An ongoing PCRV Tendon Surveillance Program will be established after the
interim program, subject to Nuclear Regulatory Commission review and approval
of proposed Technical Specification revisions. Additional surveillance
requirements which may be included in this proposed future tendon surveillance
program are also outlined below and will be described more fully in a later

i official Technical Specification submittal. An initial engineering repont, on
tendon surveillance results was submitted as Letter P-85084, dated March 18,
1985.

Examination of Sample Wires

The informally proposed Technical Specification revisions described in Letter
P-84523 of December 14, 1984, called for additional sample wires to be
inserted into selected tendons with areas of known corrosion. As indicated in
Letter P-85039 of January 31, 1985, no action will be initiated during the
interim period. Surveillance of additional sample wires may be proposed as
part of a future ongoing PCRV Tendon Surveillance Program, however.

Tendon Atmosphere Sampling

The informally proposed Technical Specification revisions called for sampling
of the atmosphere for corrosion products contained in at least one each of the
longitudinal, circumferential, bottom crosstead, and top crosshead tendon
tubes and analysis for corrosion byproducts. As indicated in Letter P-85039
of January 31, 1985, no action will be initirted during the interim period.

Tendon caps have been removed on most tendons for examination; air, therefore,
was introduced into the tubes. The corrosion prevention system has not been
finalized as of this date and sampling of the tube atmosphere would provide no
useful information. Tendon atmosphere sampling may be proposed as part of a
future ongoing PCRV Tendon Surveillance Program, however.

During the original corrosion determination investigation, the atmospheres in
ninty-seven tubes were sampled and tested.

i

|

Examination of Anchor Assemblies

Visual examination will consist of the removal.of the tendon end cap and an
in place visual examination of the anchor assembly including tendon wires,
button heads, anchor / bushing assemblies, shims, and bearing plate. A visual
examination shall be performed on a sampling of each group at least once per
six months.

gg,0 M .
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Of the total number of tendon anchors in each group, a specified number of
accessible tendon anchors will be randomly selected for inspection. These are
referred to as new tendons. A second set of tendon anchors will comprise a
control group which will be reinspected each six months.

Standardized terminology will be used to describe any observed corrosion on
the anchor assemblies. Discoloration shall signify the presence of any
coloration of the anchor assemblies which may possibly be caused by incipient |

corrosion. Scaling shall indicate the presence of rust-lik'e deposits which
tightly adhere to surfaces. Oxidation shall indicate the presence of rust-
like deposits which are thick enough to indicate that the corrosion could

'
flake off.

'

Liftoff Testing

A liftoff test is a physical liftoff of a tendon to determine the load being
carried by that tendon using a calibrated jack. Liftoff tests for tendons
that have not previously been lifted off would include removal of the shim
plates to permit visual examination and, as necessary, reapplication of grease
to the accessible areas of the tendon. Repetitive liftoff tests on the same
tendon not in a control group may not include removal of shim plates for
visual examination. Liftoff tests for tendons in designated control groups
will include removal of shim plates and visual examination.

A liftoff test shall be performed on a sampling of accessible tendons at least
once in eighteen months. These tendons are referred to as new tendons and
will be randomly selected.

Liftoff tests will be performed on a control group of tendons every six
months. These tendons will be selected based upon their accessibility and
history of corrosion. .

'

Standard terminology will be used to describe any observed corrosion on anchor
assemblies or tendon wires exposed during liftoff. Reduction of area shall
indicate that the cross sectional area of a tendon wire has been reduced.
Other standard terminology as described above under Examination of Anchor
Assemblies will also be used.

Load Cell Surveillance

Technical Specification SR 5.2.3 establishes load cell surveillance
requirements. Monthly monitoring of the load cells will continue in
accordance with the commitment made in Letter P-84110, dated April 12, 1984.

The inspection findings to date do not reveal any specific tendency for tendon I

corrosion on a cluster basis. The corrosion is random in nature and there is |

no immediate concern for cluster failure of several tendons that would result
in localized PCRV concrete tension. '

|

l
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Long Term Resolution:

Replacement of Corrosion Preventive Grease
i

The tendons in the PCRV have been coated with No-Ox-Id CM casing filler, a
grease manufactured by Dearborne Chemical Division of W. R. Grace & Co. This
grease is a petrosulfonate which has a fatty material additive, lanolin, which
is a naturally occurring fat obtained from sheep. This organic mixture of
alcohols and fatty aci.ds is neutral to slightly acidic and will hydrolyze with
moisture. Experiments have shown that an alkaline based grease would not be
conducive to microbiological life. However, radiation effects have been fov.d
to decompose the alkaline based grease, and for this reason, a radiation
resistent synthetic oil is being tested in the laboratory. The feasibility
and effectiveness of replacing the corrosion preventive grease is presently'

under study.

Use of Nitrogen Blanket

| The feasibility of using a nitrogen blanket to displace and prevent future
i ingress of air and moisture-in-the-tendon-tubes--is under~ study. The use of
| this method to arrest further corrosion depends on the ability to limit the

leakage rate from the tendon tubes by sealing existing leaks (Letter P-85115,
dated May 23,1985). Based on laboratory tests, a nitrogen blanket is
effective in preventing corrosion resulting from the action of acetic and
formic acids on tendon wires.

Conclusion:

The PCRV Tendon Surveillance Program, subject to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
review and acceptance, will adequately monitor the PCRV prestressing system to
permit assessment of the PCRV integrity on a continuous basis and identify any

| need for corrective actions. The findings of the first six-month PCRV tendon
| surveillance period was submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
| January, 1986. ~

g O.M A
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June 16, 1986
Fort St. Vrain
Unit No. 1
P-86394

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-267

SUBJECT: Licensee Event Report
84-005, Revised Final
Report

REFERENCE: Facility Operating
License No. DPR-34

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find a copy of Licensee Event Report
No. 50-267/84-005, Revised Final, submitted in the interest of
operational information.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. M. H. Holmes at (303)
480-6960.

Sincerely,

.a[[ du
J. W. Gahm
Manager, Nuclear Production

Enclosure

cc: Regional Administrator, Region IV
Attn.: Mr. J. E. Gagliardo, Chief

Reactor Projects Branch

cc: Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attn.: Mr. H. N. Berkow, Director

Standardization and Special
Projects Directorate

cc: Director, MIPC
,
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